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This study is the intelligent experimental alternative to dynamical heterogeneity simulations
of proteins. I cite this work because they came to the wrong conclusions not understanding
incoherent neutron scattering and by ignoring the results of the original paper by Doster et al.
1989 Nature. The neutron structure of D-soaked myoglobin was determined including the
hydrogen positions in the molecule. From the Debye Waller factors also the static mean
square displacements were calculated. The H- displacement distribution was fitted by three
Gaussian distributions.

They discriminate between main chain, side chain, methyl groups, and lysine side chains.
28 % of all hydrogens belong to methyl groups mainly in G2 around <x2>  0,25 A2.
Rotational transitions involve much much larger displacements: around 1,52 A2
In order to compare with dynamic neutron scattering experiments the displacements are
divided according to fast (< 150 ps) and slow motions (> 150 ps), the resolution time of the
spectrometer:
<x2j>cryst =

<x2j>fast + <x2j>slow j = 1,2,3

Now the authors use the three distributions to fit the elastic neutron scattering curves of
myoglobin (Doster et al 1989).

The non-Gaussian scattering functions are adjusted by a sum of three Gaussians, with
<x2j>fast as free parameters. There are enough free parameters to fit the smooth scattering
curves.
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The striking result is that the main fast displacement of dynamic neutron scattering should
result from the charged lysine side chain.
By contrast it is well established that the methyl group rotation gives a major contribution to
the total mean square displacement (Doster, Settles BBA 2005, Sokolov BJ 2006).
What is wrong? The Gaussian distribution does not apply to rotational transitions!
The elastic structure factor of methyl group rotation is not distributed and is given by
Sel(CH3) = 1/3(1+ 2 sin(Q3r)/(Q3r) )
Decomposition of the neutron elastic structure factor of hydrated myoglobin at 300 K:
Gaussian + rotation
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Displacement distribution of a two-Gaussian approximation: the two components are
Methyl group rotation (class 1 ) and water coupled translational displacements (class 2).
From: Doster, Settles BBA 2005.

